DON'T WAIT. VACCINATE.
Now is the time to catch up adolescents on missed well visits and vaccines

ADOLESCENT WELL VISITS ARE IMPORTANT

About ¾ of parents and teens believe it is important to safely visit the doctor. Well visits are critical for time-sensitive screenings and immunizations.

4 IN 10 parents report missing or delaying a healthcare visit for their teens during the pandemic.*

NOW IT THE TIME TO CATCH UP

8 in 10 parents believe routine vaccines are important for teen health.* Make sure your teen is up-to-date on routine vaccines and ready for in-person learning, sports, camps or other activities.

SCHEDULE YOUR ADOLESCENT’S WELL VISIT NOW

Doctor’s offices, clinics, and pharmacies have taken steps to ensure your teen’s safety during a visit. Contact your healthcare provider to learn more.

Learn more at: https://www.unity4teenvax.org/dontwaitvaccinate/

*This Unity survey was conducted online in February 2021 among 300 teens aged 13-18 and 531 parents of teens. For complete methodology, please contact Unity.
DON'T WAIT. VACCINATE.

It's safe to go for a well visit

ADOLESCENT WELL VISITS ARE IMPORTANT

About 3/4 of parents and teens believe it is important to safely visit the doctor. Well visits are critical for time-sensitive screenings and immunizations.

BUT MANY DON'T FEEL SAFE GOING

1 IN 3 parents either don't feel safe visiting the doctor or indicated well visits for their teens are not urgent right now.*

DOCTOR'S OFFICES, CLINICS & PHARMACIES ARE SAFE TO VISIT

Healthcare providers have taken steps to ensure your family's safety during a visit. Contact your healthcare provider to learn more.

NOW IS THE TIME TO CATCH UP

8 in 10 parents believe routine vaccines are important for teen health.* Make sure your teen is up-to-date on routine vaccines and ready for in-person learning, sports, camps or other activities.

SCHEDULE YOUR ADOLESCENT'S WELL VISIT NOW

Learn more at https://www.unity4teenvax.org/dontwaitvaccinate/

*This Unity survey was conducted online in February 2021 among 300 teens aged 13-18 and 531 parents of teens. For complete methodology, please contact Unity.